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INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a real Banach space, K a cone in X and Kc = {x E K: llxll < c} 
for some c > 0. In a recent paper [ 11, Leggett and Williams provided a 
new and applicatively useful method for a completely continuous mapping 
T: KC, -+ K to habe two, and in some cases three, positive fixed points. The 
method of [l] improves a well-known technique formulated by 
Krasnoselskii and Stecenko [2] for certain differential boundary value 
problems and Hammerstein integral equations which essentially states that 
if it is possible to find disjoint, bounded order intervals (i.e., sets of the 
form [x, ~1 = {z E K: x < z < y }) in K which are invariant under T, then 
the existence of a fixed point of T in each such interval follows from 
Schauder’s fixed point theorem. Using the fixed point index for completely 
continuous mappings, Amann [3] has shown, under assumptions similar 
to those in [2], that additional “intermediate” fixed points sometimes can 
be found outside the invariant order intervals. A somewhat different 
approach to the existence of multiple positive fixed points for completely 
continuous maps has been used recently by Brown [4]. Results closely 
related to those of [2, 33 can be found in [S, 6, 73 and others. (See [4] 
and [S] for multiple, but not necessarily positive fixed points.) 
The method proposed by Leggett and Williams [l] does not require T: 
KC + K to be monotonic or to satisfy the stringent growth assumptions 
imposed by the method of [a]. It is based on the existence of a concave 
positive functional CI: K -+ R+ = [O, co) and makes use of the closed, con- 
vex, and bounded sets of the form 
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which serve as analogs of order intervals. The important and useful feature 
of the method is that the sets S(cc, a, 6) (and, in some cases the domain of 
T) are not required to be invariant under T and T can be very non- 
monotonic. 
In his lecture published in [9] the author extended some of the results 
and the method of [ 1 ] to multivalued condensing mappings T: K -+ 2K and 
T: R, -+ 2K. As was noted in [9], it seems that our Theorems 1 and 2 in 
[9] are new results even when T: K -+ K is singlevalued and completely 
continuous. To the best of our knowledge the paper [9] was the first in 
which the existence of multiple positive fixed points for multivalued con- 
densing mappings was established. To do this we use a number of proper- 
ties of the fixed point index for multivalued condensing mappings, some of 
which were established by Fitzpatrick and Petryshyn [lo] and the others 
are proved in the present paper. 
The purpose of this paper is first to give detailed proofs of various results 
stated in our note [9]. Moreover, in this paper we provide some further 
extensions of the results in [9] and others. We also consider some 
applications of our abstract results to Hammerstein equations to which the 
abstract results in [ 1 ] and in [2, 33 are either not applicable or at least not 
directly or immediately aplicable. Applications of our results to differential 
boundary value problems will be given elsewhere. 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section we introduce various concepts with which we deal in this 
section, state the definition and some of the known properties of the fixed 
point index for multivalued condensing mappings given in [IO], and prove 
those of its further properties which will be needed in this paper. 
Let X be a real Banach space. For Q c X, following Kuratowski [ 111, 
we define the set-measure of noncompactness y(Q) of Q to be 
r(Q)=inf d>O: QC fi Qjwithdiam(Q,)bd, 1 di<n 
i 
. 
;=, I 
Note that r(Q) < co if and only if Q is bounded. The following properties 
of y(Q) will be used: 
(a) r(Q)=0 iff & is compact, where Q is the closure of Q in X. 
(b) Y@)=Y(Q); Y(~Q)= 14 Y(Q); Q~D*Y(Q)GY(~). 
(cl Y(D u Q) = max{Wh Y(Q)); Y(D f Q) GYW) + Y(Q), where 
D+Q= {x+y(x~D, ~EQ}. 
(d) y(CS(Q))=y(Q), where W(Q) is the closure of the convex hull 
of Q. 
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The assertions (a), (b) were proved in [ll], while (c), (d) were 
established by Darbo [ 121. For complete proofs of (ak(d) as well as for 
other properties of r(Q) or for ball-measure of noncompactness defined 
below see [13, 141. 
We shall call a mapping T: D c X -+ 2” upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) 
provided that T(x) is compact and convex for each x E D and if, for each 
x E D and open set V with T(x) c V, there exists an open set W with x E W 
such that T(y) c V for each y E W n D. We now define the class of mul- 
tivalued mappings for which we shall prove the existence of at least three 
positive fixed points. 
DEFINITION 1. An U.S.C. mapping T: D G X+ 2x is called condensing 
provided y( T(Q)) < y(Q) whenever Q E D with y(Q) # 0, where T(Q) = 
U,, 8 T(x). 
In case the mapping T is single-valued, the above notion was first 
introduced by Sadovskii [ 141 and Furi and Vignoli [ 151. Let us add in 
passing that all abstract results presented in this paper are also valid when, 
instead of the set-measure, the ball-measure of noncompactness is used, 
where the latter notion is defined by 
x(Q)=inf r>O: Qc fi &xi, r),xjEX,j= l,..., k 
i 
, 
/=l I 
with B(x,, r) denoting the closed balls in X with radius r and centers xj E X 
for j= l,..., k. The definitions of various mappings used below can also be 
given in terms of x. It is known that c1 and x have many properties in com- 
mon, but their are distinct functionals (see [14, 151 for further discussion). 
Multivalued condensing mappings have been studied by many authors 
(e.g., see [ 16, 17, 18, 19, 201 and the literature listed therein). Clearly, 
every compact map T: D c X-t 2x is condensing, where T is said to be 
compact if T(D) is a compact set in X. Also when S: D-+2x is k-contrac- 
tive and C: D+2x compact, then T= S+ C is k-set-contractive (i.e., 
y( T( Q)) d ky( (2) for each bounded Q c D) and, in particular, T = S + C is 
condensing when k < 1. For other examples of condensing mappings see 
the above cited literature. 
Suppose that F is a closed, convex subset of X and that W is a relatively 
open subset of F (so that W = Uu FE U, for some open set U in X). 
Assume that T: IT+ 2” is a condensing map, where m is the closure and 
8 W the boundary of W in F. If x 4 TX for x E 8 W, then using the 
topological degree of Ma [21] for multivalued compact vector fields I- C 
and the method of [14] (see also [16]) it was shown by Fitzpatrick and 
Petryshyn [lo] that one can define an integer iAT, W), called the fixed 
point index of T over W, as follows. This definition is recalled here because 
409/124/l-16 
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we will need it to establish some further properties of iF(T, IV) in addition 
to those stated in [lo]. Thus, we define a translinite sequence {F,} by 
induction as follows: Let F, = E7 T(F). Suppose that c1 is an ordinal such 
that FB has been defined for all ordinals /I < TV. Then, if 01 is an ordinal of 
the first kind, we let F, = Ei Z(F, _ 1 n p), while if GI is an ordinal of the 
second kind we let F, = n p < a F,. Then, as in [14, 161, one may show that 
(FoL} is a decreasing sequence and consequently there exists an ordinal y 
such that Fy = F,, for all q B y. Moreover, {x: x E m and x E TX} c FY and 
CB T(I;, n W) = F,, and since T is condensing, F, is compact, and we 
denote F, by F, = F”( W) = F”( U,). We define the fixed point index of T 
over W, it-( T, W), as follows: If Wn F”(W) = Da, we set i,-(T, W) = 0; if 
W n F”(W) # @, we let r be a continuous retraction of X onto F”( W) and 
define 
iF( T, W) = deg(Z- T. r, r ‘( U), 0), (1.1) 
where the right-hand integer is the topological degree for multivalued com- 
pact vector field defined by Ma [21]. The existence of such a retraction 
follows from Dugundji’s theorem [22]. It was noted in [lo] that 
T. r: r-‘(U) + 2X is a compact U.S.C. mapping which is fixed point free on 
a(r-‘( U)) and that the definition (1.1) is independent of a particular retrac- 
tion r chosen. One can also show that the definition of i&T, W) is also 
independent of the choice of an open set U c X such that W = U n F. The 
proof of these observations can be carried out in the same way as this was 
done in [ 161 for the case when F = X and so we omit these details here. 
The following properties of iF( T, W) were given in [lo]: 
(Pl ) If iF( T, W) # 0, then T has a fixed point in W. 
(P2) Zf X~E W, rhen i,(f,, W)= 1, where & denotes the map whose 
constant value is x0. 
(P3) Zf W,, W, is a pair of disjoint relatively open subsets of W such 
that T has no fixed points on m( W, v W,), then 
iF( T, W) = ifi-( T, W, ) + il;( T, W,). 
(P4) Zf H: [0, l] x IV’-, 2F is U.S.C. and such that y(H([O, l] x Q) < 
-y(Q) whenever Q c m with r(Q) # 0 and if x # H( t, x) for t E [0, l] and 
x E 8 W, then i,-(H( 1, . ), W) = iF(H(O, .), W). 
It should be noted that property (P3) was stated in [lo] under the 
assumption that W = W, u W, and W, n W, = 0, but a simple argument 
shows that it is valid as stated above. 
In what follows we shall use the following additional properties: 
(P5) Let S be a closed and convex subset of X such that S c F and let 
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T: Wz 0, + 2’ be a condensing map such that x # TX for x E 8 W and 
T( p) c S. Then 
iF(T, W) = i,(T, Wn S). (1.2) 
(P6) If T: F -+ 2 F is condensing, then iF( T, F) = 1. 
To prove (P5), tirst note that since x $ TX for x E a W and S c F we see 
that Us- UnSc U,= W, aU,caW and so X$ TX for xEaU,. Hence 
both sides in (1.2) are well defined. We claim that they are also equal. 
Now, since S is a closed and convex, it follows from the relation T( 0,) c S 
that F”( U,) c S c F and thus 
F”[U,nF”(U,)]cF”(U,)GF”(U,). 
Since obviously F” [ UF n F”( U,)] = F”( U,), we see that F”( UF) = 
F”( U,). Hence, if r is a continuous retraction of X onto F”(U,) 
(= F”( U,)), then from definition (1.1) we get the equalities 
iF( T, W) = deg(l- T. r, r-‘(U), 0) 
and 
is(T, WnS)=deg(l-T.r,r-‘(U),O). 
This shows that the equality (1.2) holds, i.e., (P5) is true. 
To show that (P6) is also true, let us first explain the meaning of 
iJ T, F). Suppose that for the open set U we take now the space X so that 
U,= i;TI;= F, aUF= Qr and thus 
iF( T, F) = iF( T, UF) 
is well defined since the condition that T has no fixed points on aU, is 
automatically satisfied. Let x0 E F be an arbitrary but a fixed element and 
define an U.S.C. mapping H: [0, 1 ] x F -+ 2F by H( t, x) = (1 - t) TX + tx,. 
Then for any Q c F with y(Q) # 0 we have H( [0, l] x Q) cW( T(Q) u 
{x0}) and, therefore, by the properties (c) and (d) of y we have 
Hence, by (P2) and (P4), we see that iF(H(O, .), F) = iJH(1, .), F), i.e., 
iF( T, F) = i,(.C-, , F) = 1. 
We add in passing that (P6) implies the existence of a fixed point x E K 
of T, a fact which has been proved in [8] by a different argument. 
We end this section by noting that when T is a singlevalued mapping the 
above properties were proved by Nussbaum Cl43 in a somewhat more 
complicated way but in a more general setting. For certain similar results 
for singlevalued ball-condensing mappings see Sadovskii [13]. 
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2. MULTIPLE POSITIVE FIXED POINTS 
We recall that a closed convex set Kc X is called a cone if kx E K for 
eachxEKand13OandifxEKand -xxK,thenx=O. Aconeinducesa 
partial ordering < in X by x f y if and only if y- XE K. By a c~ncaue 
positive functional tl on K we mean a continuous mapping a: K -+ R+ such 
that 
41x + (1 - A) y) 2 La(x) + (1 - 2) a(y) for 1~ [0, 11. 
It was noted in [ 11 that, for example, if x0 is an interior point of K, then 
the map CI: K 4 R + defined by 
cr(x)=max{t: tx,<x} 
is a concave positive functional on K. Also, consider the cone K = C+(Q) 
of nonnegative real functions in the space C(Q) with Q a compact subset of 
R”. Let Q, be a proper closed subset of Q. Then the mappings defined by 
4 Y) = 25, Y(X), 4 Y) = c,, Y(X) d-x (2.1) 
are concave positive functions on K. Now, if CI is a concave positive 
functional on K, then it is easy to show that a set of the form 
S(cc, a, 6) = {x E K: a(x) > a and llxll < 6} (2.2) 
is closed, bounded, and convex in K. 
In studying the existence of multiple positive fixed points of single-valued 
completely continuous mappings T: R,. + K which may be very non- 
monotonic on K,., Leggett and Williams [ 11 (see also [9]) found it useful 
to consider (as analogs to order intervals) the sets S(a, a, b). As was 
already noted, the important feature of their method is that the sets 
S(tx, a, b) are not required to be left invariant by T for T to have multiple 
fixed points. 
The first two theorems in this paper were first announced in our note 
[9] and, as was noted in [9], appear to be new results even when 
T: K + K is a singlevalued compact mapping. 
Our first result, stated in [9] without proof, gives (as a special con- 
sequence) sufficient conditions for T: K -+ 2K to have at least one nonzero 
fixed point in K. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose T: K + 2 K is a condensing map and suppose there 
exist a concave positive functional a on K with a(x) < (1x(1 for x E K and 
numbers a, b and c with O<a< bdc such that: 
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(Al) (x~S(a,a,6): a(x)>aand 11x11<6}#(21; andifx~S(a,a,b), 
then a(y) > a for all y E TX. 
(A2) Zf x E S(a, a, c) with h < l/xl1 6 c and I/ y,ll > bfor some y, E TX, 
then a(y) > a for all y E TX and a( y,) > a. 
(A3) If YES, E {xES(a, a, c): a(x)>a and J/xl/ =c}, then yEEC for 
all y E Tx and x $ TX. 
Then iK( T, W) = 1 and, in particular, T has a fixed point in S(a, a, c), 
where W= (x E S(a, a, c): a(x) > a and lixll < c}. 
Proqf Our proof is based on the properties (Pl)-(P6) of the fixed 
point index and the line of argument similar to that in [ 11. We first claim 
that W defined above is an open nonempty set in K and that its boundary 
in Kis dW=2W,uaW2, where 
8 W, = {x E S(a, a, c): a(x) = a and jlxil < c} 
~YW~={x~S(a,a,c):a(x)~aandl/xll=c} (=Ss,.). 
Indeed, W is open in K since a: K + R+ being a continuous functional the 
set WC,= {x~ K: a(x) >a} is open in K, the set K,,= {XE K: llx/l CC} is 
also open in K and thus W= W,n KC is also open in K. Now, 8 W, = 
{~EK: a(x)=a}, aK,.= {XE K: J/x// =c} and 
Wu~W=~={x~K:a(x)~a}n{x~K:(~x~/~c} 
= ~~n(K,.uaK,.)=(~“nK,.)u(~~naK,.) 
=[(W,nK,.)u(K,n~3W,)]u(@‘~,naK,.) 
= WV [(K,,naW,)u(FC,n2K,.)]. 
Since W n 8 W = 0, A v B = 2 u B for any two sets, and 8 W is closed in K, 
it follows that aW=(K,.naWw,)u(~~naK,.)=(K,naW,)u(~~naK,.), 
i.e., d W= 8 W, u d W, and W= S(a, a, c). This proves our first claim. 
Suppose now that x E 8 W and x E TX. Then either x E 8 W,, or x E 8 W,, 
or xEaW, naW,= {xES(a,a,c): a(x)== and llxll =c}. If xEaW,, then 
r(x) = a and either XE S(a, a, h) or ljxll > 6. But, if x E S(a, a, b), then 
a(y) > a for all YE TX by (Al), a contradiction. If ljxlj > b, then since 
x E TX we may take for Y,~E Tx the element y., = x and note that 
a = a(x) = CI( y.,) > a by (A2), a contradiction. Hence T has no fixed points 
on 8 W,. Suppose now that XE 8 W,. Then XE S,. (=a W,) and thus the 
second part of (A3) implies that x cannot be a fixed point of T. Since 
8 W, n 8 W, c S,. we see that T has no fixed points in 8 W, n B W,. Con- 
sequently, T has no fixed points on 8 W and thus there exists an integer 
iK( T, W) having the properties (Pl )-( P6). 
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Now, choose X~E S(a, a, b) such that I > a if b < c and choose 
X~E W if b=c. Let us define the map H: [0, l] x r-+2K by H(t,x)= 
(1 - t) TX + tx,. Then for any Q c @ with r(Q) # 0 we have 
H(CO,1lxQ,~~(T(Q,utxo>, 
and therefore, by properties of y, we have 
~(Wl3-4 ~IxQ))~Y(~(T(Q)u(x,J)~Y(T(Q))<Y(Q). 
We now claim that x 4 H(t, x) for t E [0, 11 and x E a W. If not, then there 
would exist (t, x) E [0, 1 ] x 8 W such that 
xeH(t,x)=(l-t)Tx+txo. 
If t = 1, then x=x0 which is not possible since X~E W, XE 8 W and 
W n 8 W = 0. If t = 0, then x E TX and this is also not possible since, as has 
been shown above, T has no fixed points on 8 W. Now, consider the case 
0 < t < 1. Suppose first that x E 8 W,. Then U(X) = a. If )I y,ll > b for some 
y, E TX, then condition (A2) implies that a(y) 2 a for all y E TX and since 
x = (1 - t) y + tx, for some y E TX, it follows that 
since CI(X~) >a and t E (0, 1 ), a contradiction. On the other hand, if 11 yll 6 b 
for all y E TX, then x = (1 - t) y + rx, for some y E TX and hence (Ix/I = 
li( 1 - t) y - tx,ll < (1 - t)b + tb = b, so that x E S(a, a, b). Hence, as before, 
using (Al ) we derive the contradictory relation a(x) > a. Suppose now that 
xedW,. Then YEK~ for yeTx and since x=(1-t)y+tx, for some 
ye TX, it follows from the first part of (A3) and our choice of x0 that 
a contradiction. The same is the case when b = c and x0 E W since then 
Iboll < c. 
The above discussion implies that x 4 H(t, x) for each (t, x) E [0, 1 ] x 
8 W. Hence, by (P4) and (P2) we see that iK( T, W) = i,(& W) = 1. This 
and (Pl) imply the validity of Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
Remark. (1) Condition (A2) is implied by the following stronger but 
easily verifiable condition: 
(A2’) If x E S(a, a, c) and (I y(( > b for all y E TX, then c1( y) > a. 
As in [9], using Theorem 1 and the fixed point index in a way similar to 
that used in [l] and in Amann [3], but under different conditions concer- 
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ning the invariance of various sets, we now establish the existence of at 
least three positive fixed points for a multivalued condensing map T: 
K+ 2K. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that in addition to (Al )-(A3) of Theorem 1 we also 
assume that: 
(A4) There is an open bounded neighborhood V of 0 in K such that 
0 <d= sup{ /1x11: xEdV)<aandix$TxforA31 andxEc?V. 
Then T has at least three ,fixed points in K. 
Proof Since, using Theorem 1, a detailed proof of Theorem 2 is given 
in [9], for the sake of completeness we give only its outline here. 
Now, since a(x) < llxll for x E K, it follows from (A4) that V and W are 
open and disjoint sets in K. Since the homotopy H( t, X) = tTx for t E [0, l] 
and x E V is such that y( [0, 11 x Q) < r(Q) and x $ H(t, x) for t E [0, l] 
and x E aV, it follows from (P4) and (P2) that iK( T, V) = iK(6, V) = 1. 
Now, from Theorem 1 we know that iK( T, W) = 1. Further, x 4 TX for 
xEiJVu(7W=a(Vu W). Since K=(Vu W)u(Ec\Vu W) with Vu Wand 
fl V u W disjoint, we see that U, = Vu W and U2 = k?, V u W are disjoint 
open sets in K and x $ TX for x E Ec\( U, u 17,). Hence, by (P2), 
iJT,K)=ik(T, U,)+i,(T, U,)=i,(T, Vu W)+i,(T,KVu W). 
Since i,(T, Vu W)=i,(T, V)+i,(T, W)=2 by (P2) and iK(T, K)= 1 by 
(P6), we see that ix(T, K\(Vu W)= -1. Hence, by (Pl), T has a fixed 
point in Ec\V’u W, as well as in V and W also by (Pl), i.e., T has at least 
three fixed points in K. Q.E.D. 
Remark. (2) Note that in Theorem 2 the sets V and W= ,!$(a, a, c) are 
not required to be left invariant under T. Furthermore, it is not even 
required that Tx E KC, for each x E aK,.. 
(3) As in [l, 91 we note that, as is not hard to show, condition (A2’) 
will be satisfied if either of the following holds: 
(i) a(y) 3 (a/b) II yll if x E S(cc, a, c) and II yll > b for all ye TX. 
(ii) II yll - G(( y) d b - a if x E S(a, a, c) and (/y/l > b for all y E TX. 
(4) In case b = c, then the assumptions (A2) or (A2’) in Theorems 1 
and 2 are superfluous. 
(5) The condition (A3) certainly holds if /Iyll CC for ye TX with 
x~a~,. 
(6) If V in (A4) is V = Kd with d < a, then (A4) holds if (I y/l < d for 
y E TX with x E 8K,. 
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In view of Remarks (4)-(6), the following corollary to Theorem 2 is valid 
under slightly less general but more practical conditions. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose T: K -+ 2 K is condensing and suppose there are a 
concave positive jimctional a on K with a(x) < JIxI/ for x E K and numbers 
c>a>d>O such that 
(Bl) {x~S(qa,c): a(x)>a and IIxIJ cc} #@} and ifx~S(a,a,c), 
then z(y) > a for y E TX. 
(B2) [Iyll <cfor ye TX with XE~K, 
(B3) I/y11 <dfor y~Tx with XE~K~. 
Then T has at least three fixed points in K. 
Proof It follows easily from (Bl ) and (B2) that x 4 TX for x E 8 W and 
that iK( T, W) = 1. Now, if we set V= Kd, then (B3) implies that Ax # TX for 
x E 8 V = aK, and thus Corollary 1 follows from Theorem 2 when b = c. 
Q.E.D. 
When the mapping T is defined only on the subset FE 13, for some r > 0, 
then replacing K by F in Theorem 2 we have the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Let FE K, for some r > 0 and suppose that T: F-+ 2’. is 
condensing. Suppose further that there exist a concave positive functional a 
on F with a(x) G l\xlI for x E F and numbers a, b, c with 0 < a < b < c < r such 
that conditions (Al )-(A4) of Theorem 2 hold. Then T has at least three fixed 
points in F. 
After a close examination of the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 we see that 
the proof of Theorem 3 can be carried out in the same way as that of 
Theorem 2 when K is replaced by F. Consequently, we omit the details. 
Let us add, however, that if in Theorem 3 we set r = c, then by 
strengthening somewhat he hypothesis (Al) in Theorem 3 we obtain the 
following variant of Theorem 3 (without the hypothesis (A3)) which, as 
was noted in [IS], is an extension to multivalued condensing maps of the 
main results of Leggett and Williams [ 1, Theorem 3.31. 
THEOREM 4. Let T: Fr K,. -+ 2F be a condensing mapping and suppose 
there exist a concave positive functional a on K with a(x) d JIx(\ for x E K and 
numbers a, b, c and d with 0 < d < a < b d c such that: 
(Cl) {x~S(a,a,b):a(x)>a}#@;andzfx~S(a,a,b), thena(y)>a 
for y E TX. 
(C2) Zfx E S(a, a, c) with b < llxll d c and (I y,ll > b for some y, E TX, 
then a(y) > a for y E TX and a( y,) > a. 
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(C3) If xEaV with V= Kd, then /ly/[ cdfor all YE TX. 
Then T has at least three fixed points on K. 
Proof: Since the proof of Theorem 4 is essentially the same as that of 
Theorem 2 we only provide its outline when F= Xc replaces K or Xr. 
Let U = {x~ S(a, a, c): M(X) > u}. Then, as was noted in [ 11, U is the 
interior of S(a, a, c) in F with the boundary of U relative to F given by 
aU={x~S(tl,a,c): c$x)=a} so that D=Uu13U=S(cc,a,c). As in the 
proof of Theorem 1 one shows that iF( T, U) is well defined and 
i,(T, U)= 1. Now, by (3), Ax+ TX for xeaV and ;13 1 and thus, as in the 
proof of Theorem 2, iF( T, V) = 1. Furthermore, since IX(X) < 11x/J, d< a, and 
(C3) holds, it follows that Vno=@ and x$Tx for x~aVu8U= 
a( Vu U). Hence, by (P3), il;( T, Vu U) = i,,( T, V) + iF( T, U) = 2. Since 
F= Vu Uu(F\Vu U) with Vu U and F\Vu U disjoint, we see that 
U, = Vu U and U, = F\ V u U are disjoint open sets in F and T has no 
fixed points on F\U, u U,. Hence, as in the proof of Theorem 2, 
iF( T, F\ Vu U) = il;( T, F) + iF( T, Vu U) = -1. The above discussion shows 
that T has fixed points in F\ Vu U, in V, and in U. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (7) Theorem 4 certainly holds if (C2) is replaced by 
(C2’) Ifxx~S(a, a, c) and IIyll >h, VIE TX, then cc(y)>a. 
(8) The sets i;; and 0 = S(a, a, c) are not required to be invariant 
under T. 
(9) (C2) holds if either (i) or (ii) of Remark 3 holds. 
(10) In case b = c, the condition (C2) is satisfied vacuously. 
In applications of Theorems 1-4, it is often easier to establish the validity 
of (i) or (ii) of Remark 3 than to establish the more general conditions 
(A2), (A2’), or (C2) directly. 
If in Theorem 4 we only assume that T: Xc + 2K, then we can still obtain 
the conclusion of Theorem 4 provided (C2) is replaced by either one of the 
stronger conditions of the type of Remark 3 and also additionally assume 
that Ax 4 TX if 1, > 1 and x E K with l[xll = c. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose T: FE R,. -+ 2 K is condensing and suppose there is 
a concave positive functional CI on K with LX(X) 6 I/x/I for x E K and numbers 
a, c, d with O<d<a<c such that: 
(Dl) {xES(CL,U,C): a(x)>a}#@, anda(y)>a zfx~S(~(,a,c) and 
I’E TX. 
CD21 Either (i): 4~) > (a/c) II A f or each x E F such that y E T(x) and 
II yll > c; or (ii): /I yll -LX(~) < c-a for each XE F such that y E T(x) and 
II Yll > c. 
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(D3) Zf x6&, then /yll <dfor all YE TX. 
(D4) Ax $ T(x) for A.> 1 and x E K with l/xll= c. 
Then T has at least three fixed points in F = R,.. 
ProoJ The existence of the first fixed point x, E Kd of T follows from 
(D3) since in this case iK( T, Kd) = 1. 
To prove the existence of the other two fixed points in R,., we first con- 
sider the continuous retraction R of K onto F = R,,, given by R(y) = y for 
y in F and R(y) = cy/ll yll for y E ZCjF, and define the mapping G: F-+ 2’ 
by G(x) = R( T(x)) f or x E F. Since R is known to be l-set-contractive, it 
follows that G is also condensing. 
Suppose x E S(a, a, c). If /I yll 6 c for all y E T(x), then G(x) = T(x) and 
cl(y)>a for all YE T(x) by (Dl). If IIyll > c for all YE T(x) and condition 
(i) of (D2) holds, then for each z in G(x) = R( T(x)) we have z = cy/ll yll for 
some y E T(x) and thus 
If I/ yll > c for ye T(x) and condition (ii) of (D2) holds, then for each 
z E G(x) = R( T(x)) we have z = cy/ll yll for some y E T(x) and thus 
llzll = m(z) < “lyll ccc(y) ---~=&(llYll -~(YH+JC--am4 
II Yll 
so that a(z) > llzll + a - c = Q for z E G(x). 
Thus the hypotheses of Theorem 4 are satisfied for the operator G with 
b = c. By the proof of Theorem 4, G has fixed points x1 E Kd, x2 E S(a, a, c), 
and x3 E R,.\(&u S(cc, a, c)). Now, as was noted above, x1 is a fixed point 
of T. The element x2 E S(cl, a, c) is also a fixed point of T since x2 E B(xZ) = 
R( T(xz)) implies that we may choose y, E T(xz) such that x2 = R( yJ. This 
and condition (D4) imply that x2 E T(x,). Indeed, if y, E R, = F, then 
R( y2) = y, =x2 and so x2 E T(x,); if y, 4 F, then I1 y,ll > c, x2 = R( y2) = 
cyz/ll ~~11, IIx211 =c and Nyd = By2 for SOme P < 1 and so (l/Bk E TM 
in contradiction to (D4). Thus, y, = x2 E F and x2 E T(x,). Finally, we show 
that x3 E KC\(&u S(cr, a, c)) is also a fixed point of T in view of (i) or (ii) 
of (D2). Indeed, first note that in the present case a(~~) <a. Now, since 
x3 E B(x3) we may choose y, E T(x,) such that x3 = R( y3). If y, E F, then 
R(y,) = y, =x3 and so x3 E T(x3). If lly311 >c and (i) of (D2) holds, then 
a>dxd=dNyJ)= I,y,I, cp+(l-++) 
4Y3) c a 
2 l,y311 qjq.‘c lIY3ll =a, 
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a contradiction. Similarly, one obtains a contradiction when (ii) of (D2) 
holds and one assumes that I/ y,lJ > c. Hence y, E F, R( y3) = x3 = y, and 
thus x3 E T(xJ. Q.E.D. 
We note that Theorem 5 is new even when T is completely continuous 
and singlevalued. If we do not assume that (D4) holds, then we can only 
assert that T has at most two fixed points in Kc. The latter result was 
established in [l, Theorem 3.51 for the case when T: EC + K is a 
singlevalued completely continuous mapping. 
3. APPLICATIONS TO HAMMERSTEIN EQUATIONS 
In this section we give an application of Theorem 2 to the theory of 
Hammerstein integral equations 
x(c) = j At, s) h(s, x(s)) dx (t, s E Q, x E XL (3.1) 
Q 
where Q is an unbounded closed region in R”, X is the Banach space of real 
bounded continuous functions XSX- C(Q) with the norm /1x1( =
sup { Ix(s)1 : s E Q } < co, g: Q x Q + R + is a continuous and bounded 
function, and h: Q x R+ + R + is also a continuous and bounded function 
with g and h satisfying some further conditions which will be stated below. 
It is not hard to show that (see, e.g., [23]) when Q is unbounded and 
the continuous kernel function g(t, S) is such that 
sup (3.2) 
then the operator G: X + X defined by 
(GxNt) = i, g(t, s) 4s) ds (XEW (3.3) 
is a bounded linear operator in X which is an Z-set-contraction for some 
1~ (0, [IGIl), where IJG/I denotes the norm of G: X+X, but in general G is 
not compact in X unless some further and rather restrictive conditions are 
imposed on the kernel g(t, S) (e.g., see [23,24]). (Clearly, when Q is boun- 
ded, then G is compact.) One can easily show how elementary examples of 
I-set-contractions may arise from integral operators (3.3) when Q is 
unbounded which need not be “trivial” I-contractions but, in general, it is 
difficult to calculate the number 1 precisely from a given kernel g(t, s). In 
what follows we make the following assumptions on g and h in order to 
show how our Theorem 2 applies to (3.1). 
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(Hl) g: QxQ+R+ is a continuous and bounded function which 
generates an l-set-contraction in X with 1 E (0, M), where 
(H2) h: QxR++R + is continuous, bounded, and there exists a con- 
stant n > 0 such that 
(H3) lh(s, p)-h(s, r)l <VIP-4, VP, r-CR+. 
Let K = C+(Q) be the cone of nonnegative functions in X. Now, in view 
of (H2), it is not hard to show that 
(H,u)(s) = &, x(s)), s~Q,xeK, (3.4) 
defines a q-set-contractive map H: K + K. Since, by assumption (Hl ), 
G: K + K is I-set-contractive, it follows that T: K + K, defined by the 
right-hand side in (3.1) (i.e., T = GO H), is Iv]-set-contraction. Now, we 
impose the following additional assumptions on g(t, s) (cf. [ 1 I): 
(H4) Suppose there exists a closed and bounded subset Q, c Q with 
positive Lebesgue measure such that 
and 
6=sup 
i j 
Is(t,S)--G(p,s)l ds:tEQ, PEQ~ >O. 
Q I 
In view of the assumptions (Hl)-(H4), Theorem 2 implies the following 
result for the Hammerstein equation (3.1). 
THEOREM 6, Suppose there exist positive numbers a, b, c, and d with 
O<d<a<bdc such that: 
(al) h(s,x)>ap’if’sEQ, anda<x<b, 
(a2) h(s,x)<o-‘(b-a)ifsEQ and b<x<c, 
(a3) h(s, x) < d/M, Vs E Q Vx E aK, and some M, > M, 
(a4) h(s, x) < c/M, Vs E Q Vx E aK, and some M, > M. 
Then, $1~ -C 1, there exist at least three solutions in K of the Hammerstein 
equation (3.1). 
Proof To deduce Theorem 6 from Theorem 2, it suffices to show that 
assumptions (Hl )-(H4) together with conditions (al )-(a4) imply the 
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validity of conditions (Al )-(A4) of Theorem 2 for the equation x = TX in 
K, where TX = G(H(x)) with H defined by (3.4). First, since T: K + K is 
given by T = G 0 H, it follows that T is k-set-contraction with k = 1~ < 1 and 
thus T is condensing. 
Now, since 
(TX)(~) =j-Q s(& s) W, 4s)) ds 
and (ITx(( =sup,,,((Tx)(t)l =su~,,~(Tx)(f) for XE K, it follows from 
(3.5), (a3), and (Hl) that for XE~K~, we get 
Similarly, because of (a4) and (Hl), one sees that for x E aK, 
Hence conditions (A4) and (A3) of Theorem 2 are satisfied. 
Now, define the concave function tl on K by LX(X) = inf,.o, x(t). 
Obviously, a(x) d ((xl\ for x E K. Now, using Urysohn’s Characterization of 
Normality Theorem (see [25]), it is not hard to show that there exists 
x E S(a, a, 6) such that a(x) > a and (Ix(( < 6, i.e., S(a, a, b) # $3. Hence the 
set W= {XE S(a, a, c): a(x) > a and llxll cc} # 0. 
To verify (Al ) of Theorem 2, let x E S(a, a, b). Then, by (al ) and (H4), 
a( Tx) = inf j 
~EQI Q 
At, s) MS, x(s)) ds b i$, IQ, At, s) Ns, x(s)) ds 
> inf s g(t,s)ap-‘ds=a, (~QI Q, 
i.e., (Al) of Theorem 2 holds. 
Finally, if x E S(a, a, c) and b d x < c, then for t E Q and p E Q I we see, in 
view of (a2) and the second part of (H4), that 
j- 
Q 
At, s) h(s, x(s)) ds - IQ g(p, s) 4~ x(s)) ds 
d I Ig(t> s) - g(p, $11 & x(s)) ds Q 
< 
I 
Q Ig(t,s)-g(p,s)( 6-‘(b-a)dsib-a. 
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Thus for all p in he compact set QI we have 
Consequently, if 11 TxjJ > b, then it follows from the last inequality that 
c(( TX) = inf,. o, so g( p, S) h(s, x(s)) ds > a. This shows that (A2) of 
Theorem 2 also holds. Hence Theorem 6 follows from Theorem 2. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. Zf in Theorem 6 we assume that either Q c R” is bounded 
on the kernel function g(t, s) is such that the linear operator G is compact, 
then the assertion of Theorem 6 remains valid without the assumption that 
the nonlinearity h(.s, x) satisfies the Lipschitz condition (H3). 
The reason for the validity of the above corollary is that in both cases 
the map T = G 0 H is completely continuous and, in particular, condensing. 
When Q c R” is bounded, Corollary 2 contains [ 1, Theorem 4.11 for 
Eq. (3.1) proved in [l] under somewhat stronger conditions than those 
used in (a2), (a3), and (a4). 
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